We are designing a new Abstract detector Cor PET scanners using !;;iEa discrete 4 x 4 x 10mm3 GSO(Ce) crystals on a continuous lightguide with 39 mm photomultiplier tubes. The lightguide is designed to optimize identification of the 4mm crystals event, thereby reducing pulse pileup at high count rates. Our simulalions show that a 1.8cm thick lightguide produces a discrimination. The LRF describes the spread of light from the crystal to the PMT array. Further iinprovcrnent is achieved 600 zoo while also minimizing the detector dead area for a given Measured elicrgy spectrum for a singlc 4 x 4 x 10 mm3 GSO crystal at 5 1 I keV. Thc trigger threshold is set at 40% of the peak value. by extending the lightguide to 2.3 cm in thickness, hut with 0.5cm slols cut in its front surface, which results in reduced tails of the LRF. The slotted lightguide also minimizes the spatial dependence of even1 positioning on different depths ol' interaction or the gamma ray. Experiments are in general agreement with the simulations. The good spatial resolution and narrow LRF of such a detector will result in high perforinance Cor a PET scanner which is based on the OS0 detcctor.
Figure 1: Measured elicrgy spectrum for a singlc 4 x 4 x 10 mm3 GSO crystal at 5 1 I keV. Thc trigger threshold is set at 40% of the peak value. by extending the lightguide to 2.3 cm in thickness, hut with 0.5cm slols cut in its front surface, which results in reduced tails of the LRF. The slotted lightguide also minimizes the spatial dependence of even1 positioning on different depths ol' interaction or the gamma ray. Experiments are in general agreement with the simulations. The good spatial resolution and narrow LRF of such a detector will result in high perforinance Cor a PET scanner which is based on the OS0 detcctor.
I. INI'RODUCTION
We are developing a new GSO-hascd PET scanner for brain imaging. The new scanner will have improved spatial resolution, higher scnsitivily, and higher count-rate capability than our current Nai(TI)-liascd HEAD Penn-PET scanner [ I , 2 1 1 , The improved performance will lead to better iimige quality with shorter scan limes, thereby allowing more optimal imaging of isotopes with short hall' lives.
For the detector design we will take advantage of the characterisitics ol' the scintillalor Cerium-doped Gadolinium Orthosilicate, GSO(Cc) [3] . GSO has a faster decay time (65ns) than NaI(TI) (2401x1 which reduces the detector deadtime. Its stopping power ( p = 0.67 c1n-l) is higher than that of Nal(T1) (& = 0.34 cm-I) which increases the detector sensitivity for a given crystal length. With Nal(TI) (ior 51 1 kcV gamma ray dclection), the pulses are clipped and only ahout 60% of the light output is integrated. Even with lower light output (3S-40% of NaI(TI)), the measured energy resolution of GSO at 5 I 1 keV is comparable to thal of pulse clippcd NaI(T1). This is because the intrinsic energy resolulion of GSO is very good. Tlic intrinsic energy resolution ofa scintillator is due Lo the non-statistical effects arising l'rom local variations in the light output of the scin1illatrir as well as the non-linear response oC the scintillator. The mcasurcd energy rcsolution of a scintillator is the sum in quadrature of the intrinsic energy resolutioii and lhc statislical (Poisson) noise doe to the PMT variance. The intrinsic energy resolution o l GSO is better than 0018-9499/00$10.00 NaI(TI) (4.5% vs 6%) [4] which combined with higher Poisson Huctualions has been measured to give a total energy resolution the same as pulse clipped NaI(T1) signals. Figure 1 shows a typical measured energy spectrum for 51 I keV gamma-rays in GSO with an energy resolution of9.S%.
Cerium-doped Lcutetium Oxy-orthosilicate, LSO(Cc), is another promising scintillator which has a slightly bctter stopping power and faster decay time (40ns) than GSO(Ce). Additionally, the light output for LSO is much higher (7.5% of Nal(T1)). Because 01 these properties LSO is being considered by many as a potential replacement for BGO in today's state-of-the-arl 3D PET systems. However, the cost of LSO is high compared to GSO. More importantly, the intrinsic variability of the light output in LSO is high, resulting in a poorer iiitrinsic energy resolution 14). The presence of twn luminescence centers results in a total measured energy resolulioii varying hetwcen 12.18% at 662keV (with much worse energy resolution for poor quality crystals), and a large variatioii (as much a [actor of three) in the light output of individual LSO crystals 1.51. in contrast, we have measured a 9.10% energy resolution for GSO crystals at SllkeV and lhe variation in light output among crystals is small. The slandard varialion of the distribution of light output ror a large sample of' crystals has been measured to be 5%. In order to maximize image contrast we need to minimize the scattered radiation, which in turn requires good energy resolution for the scanncr. Due to these Iwo kctors, GSO better meets the requirements for a 3D, septa-less scanner.
Since the GSO light output is about 35.40% of NaI(Tl), it is a good candidatc for use in a detector based upon the Anger logic. Our existing Nal(T1) Anger-logic detector was modified for GSO as shown in Figure 2 . For a given interaction, light spreads in the crystal and the lightguide resulting in signals from a group of PMTs. The relative amount of light received by each of these PMTs depends upon the position of the interaction. A weighted centroid calculation is performed With a continuous scintillator (Figure 2 , Left), lhe spreading OF lhc photons, or the LRF, depends on the thickness of the lightguide as well as the crystal. However, the crystal thickness also determines the sensitivity of the detector which is fixed by the scanner requirements. As a result, there is not enough control over narrowing the width of the LRF by using thinner crysrals without compromising the detector sensitivity. Our new detector design uliliscs small 4 x 4 x 1 0 m m 3 GSO crystals glued L o a continuous lightguide (Figure 2 , Right).
We chose relatively short l0mm long cryst& to maximize the light outpul, retain good energy rcsolulion, and minimize parallax error in a brain scanner with crystals in a ring. For 51 1 keV gamma rays, the photofraction for 10" GSO is 30%. In comparison, the photofraction is 23% for 19" thick NaI(TI), the detector uscd in the HEAD Pcnn-PET scanner. The 19" thick Nal(TI) detector has a spatial resolution of 4.6" FWHM. With the GSO detector design we will distinguish 4 m m crystals with a higher sensitivity and photofraction than the NaI(T1) deteclor, and with a lower dcadtime at high count ratcs.
Each of thc GSO crystals is optically isolated from its We will use 39" PMTs in a hexagonal array for signal readout in the new detcclor. The choice of thc PMT sire was dictatcd by our need for improved count mtc pcrCormancc without significantly raising the total scanner cost. These PMTs arc smaller than the 50" PMTs. Addilionally, both Ihc hlock designs, due to their position calculation schemes, do not allow a hexagonal packing of the PMT array.
The width of the LRF not only affects the spatial resolution of the detector but also its count-rate capability. A wide LRF means that scintillation photons are spread to distant PMTs, thereby making a large area of the detector dead after an cvcnt. Based on simulations, we find that the ideal width (FWAM) of thcLRF should he approximatcly equal to twice the diametcr of the PMT. For our detector design this implies that after an cvcnt takes places, an area covered hy a little more than scvcn PMTs (the central PMT plus its six ncighbors) will be dead i' or the scintillation period. The laclor ol 1.3 in the Dead Area/cvcnt entry for the CSO Anger-logic design accounts Cor lhc additional arca beyond the scvcn PMT clustcr where a second event can take place and add significant pileup energy to the evcnl in coincidence, causing the event to he rejected through energy gating. In the BGO block detector design For Ihc CTI ECAT EXACT HR+, each block is read out by four PMTs. Any event in a particular block deadens an area equivalent to the size of the four PMTs. For the BGO quadrant sharing design, each block is still read out by four PMTs, but now each of these PMTs is shared by three other blocks. As a result, an event in a single block effectively deadens the area covered by nine such blocks. Table 1 provides the encoding ratios, relative dead times, and other essential information to compare these two block detectors with our new detector.
Compared to the two block detector designs, the encoding ratio for our new discrete GSO Anger-logic design is much higher which results in significantly fewer PMTs, and therefore reduced scanner cost. The value of 74 crystalsPMT was calculated by dividing the total number of crystals in the active FOV of the new brain scanner (18560 with 4.4" center-to-center spacing) by the number of PMTs. Our detector simulations [14, 151 were used in this study to guide us experimentally in the design of a lightguide which produces a narrow LRF, and acheives optimum crystal discrimination with minimal deadtime. In such a configuration, the relative deadtime of this design will be midway between that of the EXACT HR+ block and quadrant sharing block designs, as will the spatial resolution; but with the number of PMTs for a given FOV. Although it is possible to achieve a better spatial resolution with the GSO Anger detector using smaller crystals, here we fix the PMT size and seek a configuration to optimize the discrimination of 4 mm crystals.
METHODS

A. Simulations
In the detector simulations, the path of an incoming gamma ray is traced until it undergoes either a photoelectric or Compton interaction in the crystal. Scintillation photons are generated at the point of interaction, and the path of each scintillation photon is traccd until it either hits a PMT entrance window, or exits the crystal without bcing detected. A crystal or lightguide surface is modeled either as (i) smooth with specular reflections, (ii) rough with diffuse (Lambertian distribution) reflections, or (iii) rough with its local normal having a Gaussian distributed azimuthal angle about the average normal. This model was initially proposed by Nayar et.al. [I61 and implemented by Levin and Moisan [17] in their detector simulation. For this study, the GSO crystal surfaces were modeled as diffuse while the lightguide slot edges were specular. The reflector between the crystals and the slots was assumed to have a reflectivity of 97.5%. Figure 3 shows the detector setup we studied with the slotted lightguides. The total thickness t of the lightguide was varied, as well as the slot depth s. Using a narrow (collimated) sourcc of 51 1 keV gammas incident at the center of each crystal face, we generated interactions in five adjacent crystals, which span half a PMT length, in order to calculate the position spectra. In addition, we moved the gamma ray entrance point in 0 S m m steps along thc x-axis and obtained the position centroid and FWHM of the calculated position spectrum at each point. These results were then used to make a "ladder"-plot which shows thc measured position as a function of the gamma ray entrance position (sec Figure 7) .
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Gamma ray entry into the GSO crystals The linear Light Response Function (LRF), which is a plot of the relative light output of a PMT as a function of the source position, was also calculated. This LRF was calculated as the source movcd along a straight line, and so it is a linear representation of the light output of a PMT. Another way of characterizing the LRF is to calculate the ratios (LRF ratios) of the amount of light received by the PMT centered directly over the crystal in which the interaction occurred (P,) to the amount of light rcceived by an adjacent PMT (P,-l or P,+I). Furthermore, we used thc simulation to study thc Light Distribution Plot (LDP) which is a 2D plot of the light distribution on the back surface of the lightguide (xy-plane).
B. Experiments
For the experimental mcasurcments we tested a prototype detector before building a larger version. The prototype detector uses a 10 x 5 rectangular array ol SO GSO crystals with each crystal individually wrappcd in PTFE tape. A rctlector was used in between the lightguidc slots as well. Thc size of this crystal array was chosen to span a PMT diameter (39").
An uncollimated sourcc of 51 1 keV gammas was placed before the crystal array face not glued to thc lightguide. For rcadont, seven 39mm PMTs were glucd in a hexagonal arrangcment to the lightguide. The size of this PMT array is appropriate since we are restricting thc LRF to seven PMTs. Position measurements were performed for this array. Additionally, the LRF ratios were also measurcd. For thc detector setups, we first varied the lightguide thickness, and then pcrformed additional measurements with slottcd lightguidcs. Figure 4 shows the position spectra for a non-slotted (t = 1.8 cm) and a 0.5 cm deep slotted (t = 2.3 cm) lightguide. The fivc peaks represent the five adjacent crystals ovcr which the calculations were pcrlbrmcd. Thc ratio ol the peak valuc to its valley valuc gives the P/V ratio for that crystal. Table 2 summarizes the results lor varying lightguidc arrangements.
RESULTS
A. Simulations
The spatial resolution given in Table 2 The average P/V ratio is the averagc over tlie live crystals in the posilioii spcclrum and it ticlitics the accuracy with which wc can disliiiguisli intcraclions within adjacent crystals. Generally, the P/V ratio near a IJMT border is better than the P/V ratio ncar its cctitcr. For a good, unil'<)rtn image rcsnlution it is not only desirable l o oblain n high avcragc P/V ratio, but the variation ol' tlie P/V ratios hclwccn the PMT ccnler and border should also be iniiiiiniml. This tinilormity was judged by comparing tlic P N ratios lor crystals ncar the PMT center and its border. Simulations wcrc performed by initally varying the lightguide thickness in incrcinciits of 0.3 cni. The I .6 cin, I .8 cm and I .9 cm lightguiclcs arc closc ln optimal as thcy produce llic hest P/V ralins will1 good unifnrmity. Using lhicker lightguidcs results in more uniform P/V ratios bul the average WV value is lower, Using thinticr lightguidcs rcsults in highcr average PIV ralios, but now thc non-uniformity is severe. For cxlrcmcly thin liglitguidcs llic high average P/V ralios makc it clillicult to dislinguish tlic crystals ncar the PMT centcr. SloCs clit in Ihc liglilguidc narrow thc LRl'and resuit in an werall iinprovcinciit in the P/V ratios ol' thc detector. In the simulations Llie 2.3 cin lightguide with 0.5 cin deep slots produced lhe bcsl and inosl uniform P/V ratios. Another way to chiiraclerisc thc crystal identification is by calculaling the spatial resolution of the position spcclra for Lhc five crystals.
. . Figure 6 . The LRF for tlic sloltcd lightguidc is narrower and its tails return to baseline much faster than lor the non-slotted lightguide ( F W k M ) . The LDP also shows that the slots have changed the ovc~ill distribution o f light and focused most nf it within &3cm of the point of interaction. The diagonals in thc slotted lightguidc LDP are an artifact arising from the square geometry ol' the slots, hut arc very low in amplitude relative to the peak. For the non-slotted lightguide, about 53% of the collected photons lie within a 1.9cm radius (which is the satnc as PMT radius) about tlic point of interaction. The othcr 47% lie within the tails. Using the slolted lightguidc results in a loss of 4.5% ofthc scintillation photons due to multiple rcflcctions. Normalizing to the total number of photons collected with thc non-slotted lightguide, the slotted lightguide now channels 62% of the light within the 1.9cin radius around the point of interaction. At the samc time, the number of photons in the tails is reduced to 34%. Within a radius of3.9cm (which is Ihc same as PMT diametcr) the non-slotted lightguide has 82% of lhc photons whilc 18% are outside it. The slotted lightguide increases the numher of photons within 3.9cm to 89% while 7% lie beyond it. Therefore, the slotted lightguide has rcduced the tails of thc LRF relative lo 
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Ll.. The "ladder"-plots for thc the two lightguides arc given in Figurc 7. The length of the crror bar at each point is the FWHM of the corresponding peak in the position spectrum. These crror bars rcprescnt the degree ol overlap we sec in the position spectra. Each of the livc relativcly Rat steps reprcscnts interactions within a single crystal. For thc non-slottcd lightguidc, therc is a dcpendencc of thc posilion calculation on the gamma ray depth of interaction. For events near thc crystal center this is not a very noticeahlc efl'ect. Howevcr, near a crystal edge, photons are selectively reflected away from the cdgc. The numbcr of photons which are reflccted in this manner varies with the depth of interaction within lhe crystal. As a result, the position centroid shifts with the interaction depth and widens the position spectra. Using slots, the variation in thc soatial rcsolntion as a function of oosition different slot depths in the lightguide while kceping the depth of the non-slotted rcgion constant at 1.8 cm. This was done to try and keep the LRF, within an arca of 39" radius, similar to the optimum non-slottcd lightguide but reduce the tails heyond it. Using the I.Ocm deep slots, lhc LRF is narrow and Ihc average peak-to-vallcy ratio obtained is the bcst so far. The LDP plot Tor the l.Ocm dcep slots has the samc shape as that for thc 0.5cm slots (Figure 6 , Bottom) but the surrounding envelope is sharpcr. Using decpcr slots (s = 3.5 cm) produces no further improvement in the average P/V ratio or its uniformity over the PMT width. Since the change in LRF is very sinall when going from 1.Ocm deep slols to 3.5cin slots, additional simulations for slot depths within this range arc unnecessary. Table 3 Summary of the simulation results for varying lightguide slot depths. 1 is the total thickncss of the lightguide and s, the depth ollhe slots cut into its l'roiit surfacc.
B. Experiments
Here we varied the value oft, but used the simulations as a guide towards the optimum LRF. Figurc 8 shows thc position spectrum we measured experimentally for a 0.5 cm deep slotted (t = 1.9 cm) thick lightguide with an array ol 10 x 5 crystals. The position spectra wcrc measured for a row of ten crystals which span one PMT diameter. Looking at Tablc 4 we see that the slotted lightguide has narrowcd the LRF and improvcd the averagc P/V ratio (over Icn crystals) just as we bctweeii the simulations and expcritnen~al results, the absolute P/V ratios arc somewhat lower in cxperiments. An important limitation to our experimentally ineasurcd peak-to-valley ratios is the reflector used Tor wrapping the crystals as well as the lightguidc slots. Our simulations used a rcllectivity value (97.5%) for the reflector which inay not he easily replicatcd in the experimental measurements. Since these cxperiments, additional ineasiirc~nenls have tested better reflectors which should improve the measured P N ratios. The use oT an uncollirnated sourcc in the experimental ineasurcmcnts could also havc contibutcd to worse P N ratios when compared to the simulation results. As the ladder plots show in Figure 7 , the calculated position centroid for the unslottcd lightguide changes within a crystal. As a result the use of an uncollimated sourcc may result in additional smearing of thc position spectra. However, wc hclicve this effect will not bc very scvcre for the slotted lightguidc where the position centroid variation within a crystal has been minimized. Additionally, the measured position spectra wcrc ohtained for a crystal array which spanned an entire PMT diameter. However, the simulations wcrc performed over half the PMT diameter and as a result the calculated P/V ratios for the crystals near thc PMT center may havc been biased to somewhat better values due to the missing contrihution of crystals on the other side (at positions less than 0a.u. in Figurc 4).
V. CONCLUSION
Wc have designed a new PET detector based on Anger logic which uses discrete GSO crystals glued to a lightguide. Its thickness is optimized to produce best crystal discrimination with 39inin PMTs. Using a 1.9cm thick lightguidc with 0.5cin dccp slots leads to a narrow LRP and a high average peak-to-valley ratio with best uniformity over a PMT diameter.
A narrow LRF with low tails is critical to minimize the pulse pileup cffccls at high count rates. Our simulation results have bccn generally confirmed by our ineasurcmcnts and this detector design is hcing implcincntetl in a new high-resolution, high-count rate brain PET scanner being developed by our group 1191.
Although thcrc are some similarities between our GSO detector design and tratlilional block detectors [IO] , we consider this new design to be more an cxtensioii OS our earlier work with continuous and slotted NaI(TI) detcctors, with substitution of GSO as the scintilldtnr. Our new detector design of using discrctc crystals on a slotted light guitlc docs not require an alignincnt betwccn the crystals/slots and the PMT array which is the case in a block design. Additionally, this detector design can he utilized as a single large detector in the scanner instead of the smaller, modular or block detectors. The lightguide slots in the iicw detector arc of a constant depth and so tlic intrinsic distrihution of the scintillation photons at the PMT array is independent of the position OS the interaction crystal. The purpose o l the slots here is to reduce the tails of the I.RF a n d reduce the effects nf depth of interaction on event positioning. In contrast, the slots in the block detector are specially cut with varying depths to control the scintillation photon spreading. The scintillation photons originating within cxpcctcd Crom the simulations. Though the experimental measurements d o not agrcc absolutely with the simulation results, the relative improvement with the slotted lightguide is visible. Additionally, the measured LRF ratios for the optimum non-slotted and slotted lightguides match very well with the simulation results.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Sinzulations
The simulations havc shown that a 1.Rcm lightguide without slots produces a narrow LRF ( I :0.10), and a high average P/V ratio of 4.2, with the best uniformity of P/V values over the PMT diameter. Using a 2.3 cm thick lightguide with 0Scm slots narrows the LRF further (1 :0.07). Thc average P N ratio is now 7.7 with better uniformity than hcforc. Thc calculated spatial resolutioii of 2.1 mm together with 4.4mm sampling (crystal center-to-center spacing), will rcsull in a detector rcsolution of 3.9 mm. Using a thinner non-slotted lightguidc will produce a narrower LRF, but the tails o l the LRF will still bc long. The slots are instrumental in not only narrowing the LRF, but also it1 reducing its lails (See Figure 5) . The tails of the LRF arise primarily due to the wide angle refraction of photons as they enter the lightguidc (n=1.50) from the GSO crystal (n= 1.85) [18] , and the slots reflcct these back towards the central PMT. A narrow LRF with short tails will help reduce pulse pileup by reducing the detector dead area per event, and so improve the count rate capability of the detector. Additionally, the slots have also removed the variation in position calculation as a function of depth of ii~tcraction by focusing more photons towards the main PMT cluster. Table 3 shows that dccpcr slots producc a small improvcmcnt in thc pcak-to-valley ratios ol' the position spectrum. Howcvcr, beyond a certain depth (> 1 .Ocm) the improvement, if any, is not noticeable. From the LDP (Figure 6 ) we see that for the non-slotted lightguidc thcrc arc a significant number of photons spreading in a circular envelope which is larger than the area of a PMT. With the slots this spreading is significantly reduced. As a result the scintillation photons arc very tightly concentrated within the local cluster of seven PMTs.
B. Experiments
The measurements show that a 1.3cm thick lightguide produces a LRF ratio which is similar to the LRF ratio predicted by the simulation, albeit with a thicker 1.8cm lightguidc. For non-slotted lightguides, this incasurement also produccd the highest and most uniformPN ratio (2.5). Using a 1.9 cin lightguide with 0.5 cm slots we measured a LRF ratio of I : 0.OX which is similar to the optimum LRF ratio calculated in the simulation, again with a thicker (t = 2.3 cm, s = 0.5 cm) slotted lightguide. The measured peak-to-valley ratio has also improvcd with the slotted lightguide (3.1). This agrccs very well with the simulation result for thc slotted lightguidc, with a similar LRF, producing the highest and most uniform P/V ratio. In addition, we find that the 1 .Ocm deep slots have a P/V ratio which is similar to that measured with the optimum lightguidc with 0.5 mm deep slots. Although there is a general agreement the crystals near the block center spread more as comparcd to those originating at the edgc crystals. This effect is a necessary requirement o l the block design for event positioning.
The new scanner has a diameter of 42cm with a 25cm septa-less axial FOV. A total of288, 39" PMTs will be used together with 18560, 4 x 4 x 10mm3 GSO crystals. With the optimized detector design we expect to achicve a 3.5 mm system spatial resolution. Thc sensitivily of lhis scanner is expected to be 1.3 Mcps/pCi/cc. High count ratc simulations, based upon a model developed by our group previously 1201, are being performed to study the high count rate performance of this new scanner. Compared to the NaI(Tl)-based brain scanner of similar geometry [1, 21, we expect an improvement in count-rate capability o l a factor oE4-6 times due to improved coincidence haclion or GSO, rcduccd trigger and intcgration deadtime, and rcduccd randoms with a shorter, 6ns, timing window.
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